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ABSTRACT There is not yet a straightforward method for the measurement of the D-T ratio
in the centre of a tokamak plasma. One of the simpler measurements put forward in the past is
the interpretation of the MHD spectrum in the frequency range of the Global Alfven
Eigenmodes (GAE). However, the frequencies of these modes do not only depend on the
plasma mass, but are also quite strongly dependent on the details of the current and density
profiles, creating a problem of deconvolution of the estimate of the plasma mass from an
implicit relationship between several measureable plasma parameters and the detected
eigenmode frequencies. This method has been revisited to assess its likely precision for the
JET tokamak. The low n GAE modes are sometimes too close to the continuum edge to be
detectable and the interpretation of the GAE spectrum is rendered less direct than had been
hoped. We present a statistical study on the precision with which the D-T ratio could be
estimated from the GAE spectrum on JET.
1. Introduction The ratio of deuterium to tritium ions (D-T ratio) should be close to unity in
the plasma core to maximise the thermal fusion power. Different sources of deuterium and
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tritium from neutral beam injection, pellet
injection, gas fuelling and recycling from
walls and the divertor make the D-T source
ratio difficult to estimate. Different radial
transport time constants might further

eo \ \ / i confuse the control of the D-T ratio. For
these reasons a direct measurement of the D-
T ratio is highly desirable. In the absence of
a clear candidate for this measurement, we
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the core D-T ratio in the JET tokamak.

A method of estimating the effective mass,
QAE.PROP : io-Feiv-OT defined as Agff = EAjnj/ne summing over all
Fig. 1 Percentage of GAEs found in 150 test xon species, was developed on the TCA
runs, as a function of the toroidal mode tokamak [1,2,3]. The method relies on the
number. dispersion relation for Shear Alfven Waves,
given in the cylindrical approximation and up to second order in (fl/ooci by:

eojfy) = (Q°am2(T)/Acfl(r)[\+{GfnJ-(r)/GicH2} { X n ^ A ^ / n ^ Z ^ J / A ^ r ) 2 ] ,

where oa0
H>l^(r) - B^n+m/qO^/jy^OOnipR^ , n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode

numbers, oocW.is the cyclotron frequency of hydrogen and the summation is over all ion
species. The GAE frequencies lie close to but below the minimum of this continuum
frequency. Many GAE's can be detected using a wide-band frequency sweep and Aeff could

be estimated from the full spectrum of observed GAE's. On TCA, about 60 W were launched
by a small poloidal emitting antenna and the system was used to measure the dynamic

behaviour of the effective mass following the influx of cold H® into a D + discharge [2] and to
feedback control the H-D ratio [3]. These encouraging results leave us with two open
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questions. Firstly, we needed to assess the likely precision for JET and secondly we needed to
assess whether the physics of the GAE would be different on a much larger device.

2. Method The uncertainties in using the GAE frequency as a diagnostic lie in its known
sensitivity to the precise details of both the plasma current and density profiles which have
considerable experimental uncertainty. Although the value of the Shear Alfv6n Wave
continuum frequency on axis, <dnm(0), is a local quantity, the separation between c«Vim(O) and
the eigenmode frequency (QGAE is not and we must infer the value of this separation from the
experimental data available. In order to assess the extent to which the usually measured
quantities allow us to estimate this separation, we embarked on a Monte-Carlo based approach
to this proposed diagnostic, which required several steps:

• determination of a suitable plasma profile parametrisation
• determination of the realistic parameter ranges
• determination of inter-parameter correlations providing additional constraints
• generation of a large volume of Monte-Carlo plasma parameters
• adjustment of the multi-dimensional population to simulate a realistic distribution
• generation of a small subset of data, creating 150 plasmas to be analyzed.

The resulting "representative"
JET discharges were then
simulated in the 1-D ISMENE
code [4] to calculate the GAE
frequency for modes n = -l...-7
and m = -\. In ISMENE we
consider a cold, magnetized,
current carrying, bounded
plasma, including several ion
species and various mass and
current density profiles. All 150
plasmas were analysed in this
way giving 1050
eigenfrequencies. Full details of
the results are to be found in [5].

3. Results A first inspection of
the raw results was disappointing

Fig. 2 Histogram of the variation of 8(0/(0 for different due to the large number of gaps
toroidal mode numbers. in the results where the code had

failed to locate a GAE peak in the
plasma response, either because the GAE does not exist, or its eigenfrequency is too close to
the continuum edge. Figure 1 shows the proportion of the 150 runs producing a separated
GAE resonance, as a function of n. The values of 5co/co found are histogrammed for different
n in Fig. 2, showing a significant variation.

Figure 3 shows the percentage GAE separation as a function of n, for three representative
cases. Figure 4 shows the results from a frequency scan across the modes n =-l...-7, m = -1
for one case. The vertical bar indicates the continuum edge, ©min = minimum of c%m(r),
since the continuum may be at the edge of the plasma or at a local off-axis minimum. The
frequency scans are shown over the range (0.86 -1.01) x tOmin- The widths and heights of the
GAE peaks are defined by an artificial damping term introduced into the cold plasma model.
In the case shown, the GAE disappears into the continuum for n = -2, -3, -4 but subsequently
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reappears. Runs of ISMENE using a 1-D hot model expanded to second order in ion Larmor
radius showed the same disappearance into and reappearance from the continuum.

Separation of the GAE from the Continuum for 3 Test Cases W e have CTOSS-checked a f e w cases to
4 O I . , . , . . . . . .

confirm the cylindrical model, by
performing computations with the
finite element LION code [6,7]. LION
differs from ISMENE not only by its
finite aspect ratio, but also in the fact
that no assumption is made on the
ratio Bo pol/Bo tor. whereas ISMENE
relies on a first-order expansion in
BOpol/Botor- The proper modelling
of Bopol/Botor in LION has even
more dramatic effects, in particular for
the lowest frequency modes and low n
modes. Indeed, the first order
approximation in B o pol/Bo tor is not
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Fig. 3 GAE separation 8oVo)[%] as a function of v a l i d for (a/(Oc[ « o or forn = 0. In
toroidal mode number for the 3 test cases. The solid . , , .. , , n

. J . simple analytical cases (e.g. n = 0,
line is case No 1, the dashed line is case No 14 and . m .. c. . ,
. , , . , , . . . , , o q = const, co/Q) c i~0) the first order

the dot-dashed line is case No 12. ^
model predicts the existence of GAEs

whereas the exact model predicts no GAE. The relatively high fraction (50%) of n = -1 cases
with GAEs as predicted by ISMENE might therefore be exagerated by an artifact of the first
order expansion in B o pol/Bo tor-
Finite aspect ratio effects have also been checked. The eigenfrequency of the GAE is more
affected by toroidicity for low n than for high n. But even for n - -1 we found the GAE
eigenfrequency changed by less than 3%. Finite aspect ratio also leads to continuum damping
of the GAEs through toroidal coupling of shear Alfven resonance surfaces with different
poloidal mode numbers.
To summarise, we have found a smaller fraction of identifiable GAE resonances than initially
hoped on the basis of TCA experimental results. The underlying reason is that TCA operated
with significant values of the GAE frequency compared with the ion cyclotron frequency
Gtyj/n/Cflci -20-30%. On the other hand the physical size of JET implies Guwn/ooci of the order
of a few percent. Since the oo/ooci terms push the GAE below the continuum, adding to the
separation due to field line curvature effects, the separation between the GAE and the
continuum in JET is significantly reduced. ITER would have an even smaller value of
ovim/tflci- Moreover, the smaller aspect ratio and larger elongation of JET, compared with
TCA, increases the toroidal and elliptical coupling of the GAE to Alfvdn resonant surfaces of
different poloidal mode numbers, thereby increasing the continuum damping of GAEs [6,7].
The response is broadened and flattened and therefore detection of GAEs in JET is almost
certainly more difficult than in TCA. The ISMENE results are confirmed as reasonable,
provided the probably spurious reappearance of low n modes is ignored.
4. Analysis As a first interpretative step, we fit an MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) to the
mapping {plasma parameters : 6(0/(o}, where the plasma parameters are: [k-j, b-j, k-n, b-n,
q*], q* being the cylindrical equivalent (Ip R/a^ B) and k-j, k-n, b-j, b-n define the radial
profiles via the parabolic exponents and edge pedestals respectively. The MLP provides a
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generalised functional fitting of an {inputroutput} multi-dimensional mapping [8]. The values
of 8co/co for n = -6 and n = -7 show a high correlation. This implies that little additional
information can be obtained by using two adjacent eigenmodes and the analysis was
performed just for n = -7. The root mean square residual for the full data is ~ 14.8% of its
maximum range of 11%, i.e. a statistical precision in CO of 1.6%.The root mean square residual
of the actual values of 800/00 is 21% of the full range, namely 2.4%. The non-linear MLP
prediction of SoVco has therefore only reduced its uncertainty by a factor of 1.5.

A simple linear
estimation of Aeff is

obtained if we assume
that ne(0) is

experimentally
available and we

assume q° = 1.0. The
resulting value, Acff"
can be fitted by linear
regression to the
known Aeff(0). This

relationship between
Aeff(0) and the

estimated Aeff° has an
RMS residual of
a = 0.087. Since the
range of Aeff(0) is

about unity, this
corresponds to an
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Fig. 4 Spectral scan over the test case #12.
RMS residual of 8.7%. An MLP was fitted to the input variables li, kn, q95, Aerf

l

what extent an MLP could reduce the uncertainties further. Over the whole dataset for n = -7
the full-scale residual was reduced from 5.6% to 5.1% by varying the number of MLP hidden
nodes from 1 to 4, illustrating the lack of improvement.

We conclude that the MLP fit to the input data only reduces the uncertainty by a factor of 1.3.
We estimate the uncertainty of Aeff(0) as being of the order of 7% for the GAE mode n = -7,

m = -1 , chosen since it was observed for 140 out of 150 test runs.
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